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ocean way studios need some final touches before i'm ready to showcase the plug-in in the last of this five-part review. i will have a dedicated page for the uad plug-in on my website, so keep a look out for that. in the meantime, here are a few minor things to discuss with the product's owner. on the right-hand side of the interface is a button
labeled "visualize". this button (via a dropdown box) allows you to hear your source sound that has passed through the parameter page and has been processed. this is invaluable for fine-tuning the settings and when using the plug-in on vocals, vocal harmonies, and lead guitar. when it comes to recording, universal audio has long been
associated with the steinway brand of turntables, and deservedly so. steinway turntables have long been hailed as the highest quality turntables in the world, and the company's reputation for accurate playback has been verified time and again. universal audio's revolution series recording consoles are known for their precise and intuitive
control of both analog and digital audio, with ergonomic, easy-to-use controls that all engineers are familiar with. if you can find the time, i would strongly recommend that you try the plugin out on an actual recording (i have not), or make a demo recording using the actual room. the difference in the sound is amazing! it was only in the past
few years that i came to appreciate the uad deep space plugin. the plugin is a true display/processor of deep convolution reverbs. using the resonant audio dsp engine, it will make just about any reverb sound as good as any room or tube. plus, it is very controllable. now, when you have a choice of up to 10 types of resonant reverbs, or 9
types plus an echo, i'd say uad has done it again. one word of caution, though, because not all reverbs are created equal. i will say, on my current system using resonant audio, i've had one or two reverbs that get the job done, and the rest that i ended up throwing in a closet, never to be heard of again.
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for a 500 usd new plug-in, uad ocean way studios does not compromise on comfort or ease of use. the re-mic mode is displayed in all its glory and you can instantly select a dry/re-mic mode - even using a computer that does not have working audio interfaces! the plug-in works with all sub-dialogues that have a mixer. the large and relatively
intuitive interface has a 16-segment lcd screen display with which you can view all aspects of the plug-in settings. by selecting a source, you can instantly view all available modes and effects. the ocean way studios plugin is clearly thought out by an experienced professional and while only a limited number of recordings and files will benefit

from the plugin, its functions remain active on a solo basis until you shut off the plug-in. the microphone list in the plug-in is robust, ranging from neumann u87s, shure sm57s, and mkhs to akg c414s, ksm 4800s, and neumann u67s. there is even a choice of various al-25 tube mics for the cutting room floor as well as a few sennheiser
hd-600s! and a second vst plug-in source can be added to the ocean way studio to add even more voices. the box also ships with a fantastic set of 24 control surface mpcntrols (a high-end alternative to the ms-20 keyboard that i use a lot) - so you can assign any of the controls to any of the plugin knobs on the interface. the controls

(discussed in more depth later in this article) are also assigned directly to parameter page at the top of the interface where you can instantly see all the available parameters and their controls. it's all incredibly intuitive to use. 5ec8ef588b
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